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123 Bulk Email Direct Sender is a powerful software tool that enables you to send bulk email
messages quickly, securely and with just one click. Features: Add/remove multiple recipients with a
simple way of doing it. Attach files (images, zip, archives) to every email you send. Add multiple files
(images, zip, archives) to every email you send. Check the validity of the address. Read the error if a
problem happens during the sending of the email. Check if a recipient has already received an email.
Save any error and the sent list by email. Check the progress of the sending. Simple, safe & secure
way to send bulk email messages. Ikarus Mail (1) Description Ikarus Mail is a powerful e-mail client
with a simple and organized user interface and is a powerful tool that helps you easily manage
multiple messages in a variety of ways. Nowadays, hundreds of e-mails are received each day, so
this application is often used for this purpose. Unpacker 5 - a part of Z-Softs Unpacker suite - is a
useful software tool designed for users of all skill levels. It is used for unpacking and improving a
wide range of files, including programs (including installing and registering), archives (including
program archives and ISO images) and files (including images, archives and folders). It can handle
the unpacking of all popular types of archives, including WinRAR, 7z, TAR, ZIP, CAB, ACE, ARJ, ACE,
COM, CUE, DMG, DEB, DMG, EXE, ISO, LNK, MSI, MSI, NSIS, OBB, NTFS, RAM, RAR, RAR, RPM, SFX,
UDF, VHD, WIM, XAR, Z, etc. 7-Zip is a free file archiver with file and folder
compression/decompression support. 7-Zip is designed to work with all major archive formats,
including ZIP, 7Z, ARJ, ACE, CAB, RAR, ISO, BZIP2, XAR, LZH, HWP, HLZ, GZIP, UUE, CramFS, CMT,
WIM, SWA
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123 Bulk Email Direct Sender is an easy-to-use yet powerful software tool that allows you to send
emails to multiple addresses. It can be helpful when it comes to newsletters, for example. Simple
user interface The UI of the program is made of a common window with a well-organized layout. You
can add recipients by writing each email address individually or by importing a plain text document
(TXT). It is possible to attach and add URLs files to emails, as well as to view error messages
regarding the connection. The detailed "sent" list may be exported to a TXT, XLS, CSV or TSV file;
you can also make the app remove duplicated addresses from this list. Lets you configure various
parameters Several configuration options are available through the Settings area. For example, you
can edit the primary and secondary DNS, as well as specify the number of threads along with the
timeout and number of retries. But you can also create an email exclusion list, configure proxy
settings, enable 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender to send emails via an SMTP server after inputting your
account credentials, as well as point toward the outgoing SMPT port. Settings can be restored to
their default values. Low resource consumption The application is low-demanding when it comes to
the CPU and system memory, so it shouldn't concern your computer's resources. It has a good
response time and is backed by a help file. All things considered, 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender is a
lightweight application that can help you send multiple email messages to several recipients at the
same time. It comes with a simplistic, unattractive user interface and doesn't require high-end
computers to run. No error dialogs have been shown in our tests and 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender
did not hang or crash. Key features: • Send emails to multiple addresses • Support for web forms
and HTTP Get/Post requests • Large file support (up to 10MB) • Support for import and export (XLS,
CSV, TXT) • Scan quickly, using a direct approach • Powerful API Main features: • Can send up to
100k emails a minute • Can send multiple emails to multiple addresses • Can attach files/URLS/email
formatting • Supports all protocols • Various customizable settings • Shows detailed information on
every sent email • Automatically removes duplicated recipients 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender - By
OhMagic b7e8fdf5c8
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Send Emails to Multiple Addresses by Group and Create Pristine emails! 123 Bulk Email Direct
Sender helps you send bulk email without subject lines, attachments or other unneeded parts. 123
Bulk Email Direct Sender allows you to send email messages to multiple email addresses, which can
be organized into unlimited folders. Enter email recipients by typing in their addresses, or import a
text file containing the recipient list. Click "Send" to start the process, and email will be sent to every
address. You can also use several programs to send the same email message through the same
sender and recipient address (using accounts and groups). Get rid of your email client, and get rid of
the original message and attachments! Start sending bulk emails in seconds! 123 Bulk Email Direct
Sender installs in minutes, and will allow you to send unlimited email messages for free! Simple,
intuitive user interface 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender supports sending messages to multiple email
addresses with a few clicks, and will allow you to quickly set up, save, and send the same email
message with several accounts. Add recipient addresses by typing in the email addresses one by
one, or import a text file containing the address list. Attach files to the email messages, or point
them to a URL. A reminder will notify you when messages need to be sent, and it will keep you
posted on each status. You can also configure sent emails that are saved in a TXT file, XLS file, CSV
file or TSV file. After the process finishes, the program will send a notification email and show you
the total number of sent emails (with emails count information). A clickable list of your email
recipients is also available in a separate window to help you find your email addresses. 123 Bulk
Email Direct Sender runs very quickly, and it is backed by a well-written user guide. Lets you
configure various parameters You can configure various parameters for your emails by going to the
Settings menu. Set the system-wide primary and secondary DNS servers, as well as specify the
maximum number of threads and retries. If you set these settings correctly, you can let 123 Bulk
Email Direct Sender automatically send the same email message to multiple recipients at the same
time. Turn on SMS Sending. You can also add an email exclusion list, configure proxy settings, and
enable it to send emails via SMTP servers after inputting your account credentials. Drawbacks There
is

What's New In 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender?
123 Bulk Email Direct Sender is an easy-to-use yet powerful software tool that allows you to send
emails to multiple addresses. It can be helpful when it comes to newsletters, for example. Simple
user interface The UI of the program is made of a common window with a well-organized layout. You
can add recipients by writing each email address individually or by importing a plain text document
(TXT). It is possible to attach and add URLs files to emails, as well as to view error messages
regarding the connection. The detailed "sent" list may be exported to a TXT, XLS, CSV or TSV file;
you can also make the app remove duplicated addresses from this list. Lets you configure various
parameters Several configuration options are available through the Settings area. For example, you
can edit the primary and secondary DNS, as well as specify the number of threads along with the
timeout and number of retries. But you can also create an email exclusion list, configure proxy
settings, enable 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender to send emails via an SMTP server after inputting your
account credentials, as well as point toward the outgoing SMPT port. Settings can be restored to
their default values. Low resource consumption The application is low-demanding when it comes to
the CPU and system memory, so it shouldn't concern your computer's resources. It has a good
response time and is backed by a help file. All things considered, 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender is a
lightweight application that can help you send multiple email messages to several recipients at the
same time. It comes with a simplistic, unattractive user interface and doesn't require high-end
computers to run. No error dialogs have been shown in our tests and 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender
did not hang or crash. 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender Overview: This is our basic and light-weight
mailer program. This is meant to be used for low-volume (less than 1000 recipients) tasks such as
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creating newsletters and marketing materials. You can send the same email to multiple recipients,
but you will need to repeat some of your tasks. It can be used in one-off or on-going fashion. It can
work with multiple protocols including POP3 and IMAP4. It makes use of built-in resolvers to provide
email addresses. The program works in multiple languages. Features of 123 Bulk Email Direct
Sender: 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender:
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System Requirements For 123 Bulk Email Direct Sender:
Supported OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor or better Memory: 3 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600, ATI Radeon HD 2600 or better DirectX: Version 9.0 Network:
Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 4 GB available space Additional Notes: Must have a
working internet connection Terms of Service: All trademarks and copyrights are property of their
respective owners. EA, BioWare and the BioWare logo are trademarks or
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